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Equal opportunities to good health
International standards need to be gender-responsive if they are to provide safety for everyone

Zoë Smart
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Innovative technologies, driven by AI and big
data have the potential to save and improve
lives around the world, but only if the right data,
analyzed correctly, is used.

and used, considering its highly sensitive

This leads to products that are not only not

and personal nature. What if a patient’s

adapted to half the world’s population, but

medical records are leaked, or health-

can be downright dangerous and lethal

insurance companies get hold of them?

for women.

Are patients being informed correctly of
how their data is being used? Who can

The answer, of course, is to ensure that

sell data of this nature, and to what ends?

when data is collected it represents all

Machine learning, with its ability to combine

International standards can help mitigate

segments of the population and is analyzed

and learn from data in order to provide

these risks, by providing frameworks for

correspondingly. Equally, women need to be

increasingly more accurate answers is

the security and privacy aspects of data

represented at all levels of the conception,

being used in a wide range of medical

collection, storage and use.

design and roll-out of products, and this

technologies. From the development of

includes standardization. In May of this year,

targeted drugs, to smart wearables, to

A much less talked-about issue is the

IEC signed the UNECE Gender Responsive

the use of virtual reality (VR), AI can help

“gender data gap”, the fact that data used

Standards Declaration. Ensuring that

medical professionals and patients alike to

as a basis for the development of a myriad

standards in all fields are gender responsive

provide and receive more precise, better

of products, from medication to cars, is

and that women are included in all stages

tailored and faster diagnosis and treatment.

disproportionately collected from men.

of the standardization process will require

Or when data is also collected from women,

a strong will and commitment on the part

The big worry that’s often cited, centres

it is often not sex-disaggregated, meaning it

of standards organizations, but one that is

around the privacy of all the data collected

is not separated and analyzed accordingly.

urgently needed.
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2019 Council Statutory Session
Report on elections, appointments and other statutory issues
By Natalie Mouyal

Council, the supreme governing body of the IEC,
held its meeting on 25 October 2019 during the
IEC General Meeting in Shanghai.

Chair of the Standardization Management
Board for a three-year term of office
(2020–2022).

Council Board
Council elected/re-elected five financial

Statutory issues concerning the
election/appointment of:

Group A Council Board Members for a
three-year term of office (2020–2022).
Mr Huhle (Germany)

IEC Vice-President and Chair of the

Mr Lippert (United States)

Standardization Management Board

Mr Nativel (France)

(SMB)

Mr Nishida (Japan)

Five Members of the Council Board

Mr Turtle (United Kingdom)

(CB)
Nine Members of the Standardization
Management Board (SMB)
Four Members of the Conformity
Assessment Board (CAB)

Other principal items on the agenda
The General Secretary’s report
The President’s address
Financial matters
Reports from the Council Board,
including reports from the IEC VicePresidents on CAB, SMB and MSB
activities
Forthcoming General Meetings (GMs)

Election results and appointments
IEC Vice-President and SMB Chair
Council re-elected Dr Ralph Sporer from
Germany as IEC Vice-President and

6
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Appointed Members of the CAB for a
three-year term of office (2020-2022):
Mr Selva (France)
Ms Sterling (United States)
Council elected/re-elected two Members
of the CAB for a three-year term of office
(2020–2022):
Mr Kuster (Brazil)
Mr Nava y Uribe (Mexico)

Financial matters
IEC Treasurer Jo Cops reported on the
financial situation of the IEC. Council

Standardization Management Board

approved the Audited Report on the IEC

Council re-appointed six Automatically

Swiss GAAP Statutory Accounts for the

Appointed Members of the SMB for a

financial year 2018.

three-year term of office (2020-2022):
Mr Teigeler (Germany)

Council approved the 2020 budget and

Mr Petit (France)

the distribution of national dues for 2020.

Mr Visintainer (Italy)
Mr Ezaki (Japan)
Mr Evans (United Kingdom)

Appointment of the future IEC General
Secretary and CEO

Ms Bird (United States)
IEC Council appointed Mr Philippe
Council elected/re-elected three Members

Metzger as the future General Secretary

of the SMB for a three-year term of office

and CEO of the IEC as of 1 February 2020,

(2020–2022):

in succession to Mr Frans Vreeswijk.

Ms Riley-Takos (Australia)
Mr Wolf (The Netherlands)

Future General Meetings

Mr Korssell (Sweden)

84th General Meeting
Conformity Assessment Board

Stockholm, Sweden, from 5 to 9 October

Council appointed two Automatically

2020.

e-tech special

View of the 2019 IEC Council Statutory Session

85th General Meeting

to three years in advance, some members

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, from 17 to

have already declared their intention to

21 October 2021

issue an invitation to host a future IEC

Council expressed its warm appreciation to

General Meeting:

all members of the Organizing Committee

86th General Meeting

Appreciation to the General Meeting host

and the IEC National Committee of China

Council formally accepted the invitation

The National Committee of Egypt has

for their excellent organization of the 83rd

of the United States National Committee

stated its intention to host the IEC General

IEC General Meeting and for the generous

to host the 2022 IEC General Meeting

Meeting in 2023 while the National

hospitality extended to IEC delegates in

in San Francisco from 31 October to 4

Committees of the United Kingdom and

Shanghai.

November.

Indonesia have expressed interest in
hosting the General Meetings in 2024

Pending invitations

and 2025, respectively.

While Council can only officially accept
invitations from national committees up
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166th SMB meeting held in Shanghai
Report on key decisions taken by the SMB
By Natalie Mouyal

IEC Standardization Management Board (SMB)
held its most recent meeting during the IEC
General Meeting in Shanghai. Key topics covered
include the UN Sustainable Development Goals,
digital transformation, promoting regional
balance and the implementation of the IEC
Masterplan.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

how the IEC contributes to each SDG
The United Nations defines 17 Sustainable

through its standardization and conformity

Development Goals (SDGs) at the core

assessment systems.

of its blueprint for building a better world
by 2030.
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After reviewing the interim report
submitted by ahG 84, the SMB has

The SMB adhoc Group 84 was set up with

decided to extend its lifetime until

the aim of educating the IEC community

June 2020. It has agreed with the

SMB has agreed on an SDG communications plan to engage IEC stakeholders

8

about the SDGs and formally identifying
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ahG 84 recommendations including

AhG 82 made several recommendations

In addition, the SMB is on track to meet

the identification and promotion of the

for the Council Board, IEC Academy and

three additional MPIP goals by the end

SDGs in IEC work, the implementation

IEC Central Office (CO). It called on the

of the year. Reports on how to increase

of new IEC templates that can highlight

Council Board Task Force on Diversity to

international participation by regions and

how the IEC impacts the SDGs and the

develop an overall IEC policy statement on

an analysis of the gaps and opportunities

development of a communications plan

diversity, including geographical balance,

for the IEC to collaborate with other

to engage IEC stakeholders.

and to determine the criteria for evaluating

organizations are underway and will

diversity. The report recommended that

be finalized by the end of the year. The

AhG 84 will deliver its final report at the

the IEC Academy provide tools and

SMB will also complete its evaluation of

SMB meeting in June 2020.

training to develop leadership skills and

10% of technical committees on their

that the IEC CO provide an annual report

role in fostering partnerships with other

tracking the geographical breakdown

organizations.

Digital Transformation

of SyCs/TCs/SCs leadership. These
Digital transformation is the process of

recommendations have been accepted

using digital technologies to create new,

by the SMB.

Simplifying participation in meetings
The SMB has agreed to allow remote

or modify existing, business processes
to meet changing business and market

The report also makes several

participation for TC/SC plenary meetings.

requirements. Strategic Group 12 defines

recommendations regarding secretariats

This is the result of a trial initiated by the

the aspects of digital transformation

of technical committees. It suggested

SMB to explore the feasibility of remote

that are relevant to the IEC and its

the implementation of a programme

participation following its introduction in

standardization activities.

similar to the ISO twinning programme in

IEC working group meetings.

which the lead partner provides training
As a first step, SG 12 has developed

and guidance to build the capacity of

The SMB has approved the following

the base classification model of machine-

the twinned partner. The report also

guidelines that outline the basic principles

readable standards with a focus on the

recommends amending the ISO/IEC

for remote participation:

level of utility to machines, from paper form

Directives to include diversity as an

to fully machine interpretable form.

attribute for leadership positions. In order

P-member obligation: remote

to further examine these recommendations

participation at a TC/SC meeting is

The SMB has now called on SG 12

specific to secretariats, the SMB has set

counted as fulfilling the NC obligation

to seek harmonization of its machine-

up ahG 85 on IEC Secretariats.

to maintain P-member status
although it is at the discretion of TC/

readable standard concepts with ISO and
CENELEC.

Promoting diversity and regional
balance

With the work of ahG 82 completed, the

SC officers and the IEC CO Technical

group will be disbanded.

Officer.
Voting rights: remote participants can

Masterplan implementation

vote and comment on any agenda
item, although it is noted that voting

In June 2018, the SMB set up ahG 82 to

The SMB is directly responsible for

and commenting can be made

help the IEC ensure that the participation

13 Masterplan implementation goals.

only by the Head of Delegate or a

in technical leadership positions is

As of the end of 2019, the SMB is on

designated delegate as per IEC rules.

representative of National Committees

target to meet its goals in the Masterplan

Number of remote participants: no

from different regions.

Implementation Plan (MPIP).

limits are placed on the number
of remote participants. However,

In its report submitted to the SMB,

As per the MPIP, the SMB has developed

TC/SC officers may limit the number

ahG 82 agreed that more involvement

an outreach plan to engage relevant

of remote participants for technical

is needed from different countries in

stakeholders and approved the guidelines

reasons so long as notifications

the development of standards and,

for remote participation in technical

are made prior to the meeting and

to ensure that IEC Standards remain

meetings (see below). It has also circulated

limitations are imposed equitably to

globally relevant, it is essential to ensure a

a report with the criteria for cases where

all P-members.

balanced geographical representation in

direct industry participation in technical

Provided on a best effort basis:

IEC technical work.

work could be appropriate.

remote participation is conducted
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on a “best effort” basis and remote

Thomas Edison Awards

participants will not be able to require

Created in 2010, the Thomas Edison
Award

recognizes

exceptional

that agenda items be revisited in

The SMB presented its Thomas Edison

achievement, dedicated service and

cases of technical glitches such

Award to four individuals who have made

significant contributions to the IEC by

as, for example, a faulty network

outstanding contributions to the IEC:

officers in IEC technical committees and

connection.

subcommittees.
Norbert Bischof, Secretary TC 62,

Next meeting

As a next step, ahG 76, which developed

SC 62B, SC 62C

the draft guidelines and reviewed the

Fabio Gargantini, Chair TC 61,

results of the remote participation trial,

Secretary SC 59L

The next SMB meeting is scheduled to

is now tasked with preparing detailed

Masahide Okamoto, Secretary TC 91

take place on 12 February 2020 in New

implementation guidelines based on the

Helmut Myland, Secretary TC 20

Delhi, India.

above principles.

New work areas
The National Committee of China
proposed the establishment of a new
technical committee on power system
stability control systems and equipment.
According to the proposal, power system
stability has become a major concern
with several large-scale blackout events
attributed to problems with these systems.
A similar proposal has been made by the
National Committee of Japan and has
been merged with the proposal from the
National Committee of China.
After consultation with the Advisory
Committee on Electricity Transmission and
Distribution (ACTAD), the SMB has decided
to refer the question to IEC TC 8: System
aspects of electrical energy supply. TC 8
has confirmed its willingness to manage
standardization activities related to grid
stability and control. A questionnaire will
be sent out to TC 8 members to determine
their opinion on the establishment of a new
subcommittee (SC 8C).
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SMB Chair Ralph Sporer with three of the four 2019 Thomas Edison Award winners
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Medical device standards experts and
regulators discuss closer collaboration
International standards benefit both industry and regulators, agree Medical Device Symposium
delegates at the IEC General Meeting
By Michael A. Mullane

A symposium at the IEC General Meeting in
Shanghai has explored the scope for closer
collaboration between IEC standards developers
and regulators responsible for medical devices.
Participants also included conformity assessment
specialists and industry experts.

marketplace for vendors, retailers and

International Medical Device Regulators

buyers.

Forum, a voluntary group of regulators
from around the world.

Representatives of both TC 62 and IECEE
took part in the symposium. The event

“By and large regulators accept the use of

highlighted the benefits of maintaining a

standards,” said Colburn, “but this masks

continuous dialogue between standards

differences in degrees of acceptance.”

developers and regulators. Speakers
noted, however, that for an exchange of

The remedy, he stressed, is to

IEC technical committees (TCs) have been

ideas and concerns to be truly effective, it

“communicate with regulators early

developing international standards for

needed to start in the early stages of the

and often”. Colburn suggested that

the safety and performance of electrical

standards development process.

early involvement gives regulators the

equipment used in medical practice for

assurance that standards developers

more than 50 years. A number of TCs carry

IEC executive Katharine Fraga

are listening, while also helping them to

out work covering both medical electrical

opened the symposium on using IEC

develop relevant and effective regulations.

equipment (MEE) and medical electrical

standardization work to support medical

In the end, he said, this made it much

systems (MES). Central to the process is

device regulation. She underlined

more likely that they would make direct

IEC TC 62, which develops international

the important contribution made by

use of the standard.

standards and other publications for

inter national standards to safety,

electrical equipment in medical practice.

consumer confidence and global trade.

Colburn identified transparency as another

Fraga described IEC standards as a

key issue. In order for regulators to be

The best known publication of TC 62, the

valuable tool for public policymakers that

more engaged, he pointed out, they also

IEC 60601 series, has become a widely

contributes to harmonization of policies

needed easier access to information,

accepted benchmark for medical electrical

at the regional and international levels.

such as the make-up of the technical

equipment around the world. IECEE, the

She added that when IEC standards

committees developing the standards.

IEC System of Conformity Assessment

are the basis of technical regulation,

For instance, it is crucial for regulators

Schemes for Electrotechnical Equipment

companies in the regulator’s country

dealing with medical devices to know how

and Components, ensures that the

can be more competitive at the global

many clinicians are involved in developing

standard is properly implemented and

level too.

the standards. Improving this kind of

that devices meet expectations in terms of

knowledge would boost acceptance, he

performance, safety and reliability. IECEE

Scott Colburn of the US Food and Drug

certification is based on the principle of

Administration concurred but warned that

mutual recognition by its members. It plays

work still needed to be done to ensure that

Fraga emphasized that standards

an essential role in facilitating international

all the concerns of regulators were taken

provide even more value when they are

trade and allowing direct access to the

on board. Colburn was representing the

combined with conformity assessment,

concluded.
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Q&A session at the Regulators Symposium (Left to right: Steve Margis, seated; Scott Colburn, standing; Katharine Fraga, seated)

which covers testing and certification.

guarantee to regulators because, unlike

differences should be kept to a minimum.

The IEC Conformity Assessment Systems

other testing and certification schemes,

“International standards are not only for

are a framework of common rules and

it is based on the principle of peer

industry, but regulators can also benefit

methodologies that ensure consistent

assessment.

because they have limited resources,”

results from anywhere in the world.

Bischof concluded.
IEC TC 62 Secretary Norbert Bischof

The Vice Chair of IECEE, Steve Margis,

explained the development process for

The speakers agreed that all stakeholders

described IEC conformity assessment as a

standards covering electrical equipment

need to acquire knowledge about new

toolbox that instils trust in the marketplace.

in medical practice, diagnostic imaging

technologies as early as possible in

IECEE schemes test the safety, quality,

equipment and equipment for radiotherapy,

order to make a meaningful conversation

efficiency and overall performance of

nuclear medicine and radiation dosimetry.

possible. The regulators taking part in the

electrical and electronic components,

Bischof stressed that from the point of

meeting saw opportunities to use IEC work

devices and equipment for homes,

view of manufacturers, national differences

to support harmonization of regulatory

offices, workshops and health facilities,

in regulations represent a major cost.

requirements and showed interest in

to ensure they comply with international

Although one international standard for all

becoming more involved in standardization

standards. Margis said that IEC conformity

is not possible because of specific factors

activities to ensure it meets their needs.

assessment provided an additional

such as climate, he added, the number of

12
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Standards advance the fourth industrial
revolution
Global standardization leaders attended a forum for intelligent manufacturing in China
By Antoinette Price

The 2019 Qingdao Forum on International
Standardization was held on 27-29 October,
under the guidance of IEC, ISO, ITU, the
Standards Administration of China (SAC) and
the People’s Government of Shandong Province.

The event was hosted by the Qingdao
Municipal Government – supported by
Shandong Administration of Market
Regulation (SAMR) and organized by
Qingdao Oceantec Valley Administration
Bureau.
A number of Chinese officials attended,
including Tian Shihong, SAMR ViceMinister, SAC Administrator, Ling Wen,
the Vice-Governor of Shandong and Meng
Fanli, Mayor of Qingdao.

Enabling the development of secure,
innovative technologies through
standardization

Frans Vreeswijk, IEC General Secretary and CEO attends 2019 Qingdao Forum on International
Standardization

The Forum theme International standards

highlighted the important contribution that

provides most of the standards for the

and the 4th industrial revolution,

standardization makes to digitalization

plant floor, we closely cooperate with ISO,

attracted over 730 representatives from

and the 4th industrial revolution – allowing

ITU, IEEE and many fora and consortia to

international organizations, ministries

systems of different manufacturers to

increase efficiency and avoid duplication

and commissions, as well as domestic

interconnect and interoperate without the

or overlaps. No single organization can

and foreign enterprises, universities and

need for special integration efforts.

deliver everything that is needed alone

research institutes.

without involving the expertise of others”,
“For Industry 4.0 the IEC has put in

In his address to the Forum, IEC General

place a systems committee on smart

Secretary and CEO, Frans Vreeswijk,

manufacturing. While the IEC already

said Vreeswijk.
He also emphasized the fact that mass
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integration of cyber physical systems

contributing their essential know-how and

system in place which conforms to

with networked sensors and software

expertise.

ISO/IEC 27001, while in OT cyber

has blurred the lines between operational

resilience in line with IEC 62443 can be

technology (OT) and IT, and for this reason

“Some IEC Conformity Assessment

certified through the IECEE Industrial

both technologies must together protect

Systems offer fully-integrated services that

Cyber Security Programme,” Cops added.

critical infrastructure from cyber attacks.

cover the whole system from its design,
manufacturing and set-up of devices as

Event topics

“IEC work covers both an OT and IT

well as the installation of the whole system.

approach to cyber security. The IEC also

They oversee inspection, maintenance

Other sessions covered the following

operates global Conformity Assessment

and repair services and the competence

topics:

Systems that verify and certify the

of the personnel executing them, down

security of infrastructure solutions and of

to system end of life management. There

information security management”, said

is strong interest for this approach from

Vreeswijk.

insurers, investors and regulators who
have to manage risk”, said Cops.

Ensuring best practices are applied
through standards, testing and
certification

He also talked about how the emergence
of the Industrial Internet of Things and
the integration of physical machines

IEC Treasurer Jo Cops gave a

with networked sensors and software

presentation on the standardization and

are blurring the lines between IT and OT.

conformity assessment work IEC does

Both systems are now based on similar

for industry 4.0. From electric motors,

technologies with similar cyber security

batteries and energy storage systems

issues.

to display devices, printed electronics,
automation and control and IT, many

“For IT, third-party certification allows

different IEC technical committees support

companies to confirm that they have a

both IoT and smart manufacturing,

solid information security management

14
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Standardization & modern marine
industry system
Intelligent manufacturing international
standardization seminar
Sustainable utilization and
standardized management of water
resources
International standards assist
the novel display technologies
development
Cultivation of standardization talents
and capacity building and the China
Standard 2035 Project seminar
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Building an age-friendly world
Medical technology is helping senior citizens to remain independent
By Catherine Bischofberger

From robots to wearables, various technology
breakthroughs are helping the elderly population
better cope with the many inconveniences
associated with old age. IEC International
Standards help these new devices to perform
safely and meet the requirements of older
people.

Technology breakthroughs are helping

fast growth in its elderly population.The

us to live longer while enjoying a better

WHO expects the number of people older

quality of life. According to the World

than eighty in that country to soar to 120

Health Organization (WHO), by 2020, the

million by 2050. Governments are having

number of people aged 60 and older will

to adapt to this skyrocketing trend, with

outnumber children younger than five.

new financial and infrastructure strategies

China, in particular, is witnessing a very

and projects. Many of these encourage

Telemedicine can be used by elderly patients to consult specialists from home
Issue 05/2019 I e-tech
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elderly people to live as independently as

set equipped with a webcam, an internet-

publishes the IEC 62951 series on

possible for as long as possible. Living

connected set top box and even a robot

flexible and stretchable semiconductor

at home is less expensive than being in

companion.

devices. These standards are crucial for

a specialized facility and it is also viewed

enabling electronic devices and sensors

as a way of promoting a better quality of

The joint technical committee established

to be integrated in flexible patches.

life for elderly people, with the help of new

by the IEC and ISO, JTC 1, includes

For instance, IEC 62951-1 establishes

technology.

several SCs that deal with these various

simple and repeatable test methods

technologies. SC 35: User interfaces,

for evaluating the electromechanical

publishes ISO/IEC 30122-1, which

properties or flexibility of conductive thin

specifies the framework and general

films on flexible substrate. IEC TC 119

Medical imaging and scanning increasingly

guidance for voice command user

establishes requirements relating to

rely on 3D medical visualization. This

interfaces. SC 42 prepares standards for

printed electronics, which enable the

technology provides a much better view

AI, while SC 41 publishes documents

creation of numerous electronic devices

of cancerous tumours. Ailments that

relating to the Internet of Things.

or components, including wearables,

Betting on 3D

frequently plague senior citizens can be

using various printing methods. Last

detected more easily and treated earlier

IEC TC 100 develops standards for audio,

but not least, IEC TC 124 is specifically

than in the past. Artificial intelligence

video and multimedia systems. The TC

dedicated to developing standards

(AI) combined with 3D imaging can

set up a technical area (TA) to address

pertaining to wearable electronic devices

be relied upon to provide increasingly

aspects of active assisted living (AAL).

and technologies.

accurate diagnoses. As a result, long

AAL technologies include systems and

and costly stays in hospitals can often

devices, which support the well-being and

be avoided. IEC Technical Committee 62

care of disabled and older people. The TA

prepares standards relating to electrical

liaises with the IEC System Committee on

While enabling senior citizens to stay at

equipment in medical practice. One of

Active Assisted Living (SyC AAL), which

home is becoming the favoured option

its subcommittees (SC 62B) establishes

focuses on the standardization of AAL

for governments and health specialists

specifications for all kinds of medical

products, services and systems to enable

around the world, one of its drawbacks

diagnostic imaging devices (e.g. x-ray

independent living for AAL users.

is the risk of loneliness. Family ties are
becoming looser and more and more

imaging and magnetic resonance
imaging equipment as well as computed

Robots lend a hand

Matching the patch

elderly people do not have any relatives
to rely upon. In Japan, robots are already

tomography).
Wearable technology is also improving the

used to fill that void while also helping

lives of senior citizens. Medical “stick-ons”

the elderly to carry out mundane tasks

provide an ambulatory option enabling

at home. The Dinsow elder care device

older patients to stay at home. Some

manufactured by a Japanese robotics

monitoring devices can detect falls and

company acts as a personal assistant

trigger alarms, warning medical staff who

of sorts. It helps its human counterparts

can then intervene. Cardiac activity can be

to remember to take their pills, tracks

assessed from afar as well. The trend is

their health and automatically answers

The elderly can also increasingly consult

for monitoring patches to become smaller

incoming calls from family and doctors.

specialists from home, using telemedicine.

and less cumbersome to wear. Scientists

Instead of spending hours in a hospital or

are developing skin-like flexible devices

All these advances would convince

medical practice waiting to see the doctor,

equipped with sensors, powered by body

the most stubborn of luddites that

which can be uncomfortable, especially

heat or movement, which removes the

electrotechnical technology can be a force

for patients suffering from Alzheimers,

need for cumbersome and power-hungry

for good. As long as IEC International

they can interact with a specialist over a

batteries.

Standards are there to ensure it operates

AI combined with
3D imaging can be
relied upon to provide
increasingly accurate
diagnoses.

to the highest quality and safety

video link, with the help of a care giver. In
China, a company based in Shandong,

Several IEC TCs prepare standards

has launched a service for elderly people

relevant in these areas. IEC TC 79 issues

based on various technologies. It includes

documents dealing with alarm and

a voice-activated assistant, a television

electronic security systems. IEC TC 47

16
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Mind games
Technology, based on standards, can help those living with mental disorders
By Catherine Bischofberger

The medical profession is resorting to virtual
reality, telemedecine and artificial intelligence
(AI) to treat mental illness. These technologies
improve the access to patients and the results
are more than encouraging.

According to a report by the World Health
Organization (WHO), around one in four
people in the world is affected by a form
of mental disorder. These disorders
include depression, schizophrenia and,
increasingly, dementia. While most of
these conditions can be treated, a large
number of people do not have access to
any form of medical care. New technology
developments are promising, however, as
in many cases they can allow people to
receive that care in a “decentralized” or
virtual way. Virtual reality (VR) is already
used to treat post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) and paranoia syndromes
as well as depression. These treatments
remain expensive, for the time being. As
standalone headsets become available at
a lower cost, however, there is scope for
using these therapies at home.

Virtual therapy
One of the successful ways of treating
PTSD is by using VR to make people
relive their traumatic experiences time and
time again, until they no longer feel any

VR is being used to treat PTSD and depression (Photo: Pixabay)
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form of stress or anxiety. This technology

that uses technology to provide real-time

has been used for war veterans who,

visual and audio patient assessment at a

equipped with headsets, revisit the

distance. Consultations can take place

dangerous zones they were deployed

over Skype or any other type of real time

in, for instance. VR can also be used to

video link.

patients to experience a particularly

IEC TC 100 develops standards for audio,

pleasant and relaxing environment. For

video and multimedia systems. The TC set

example, a VR programme allowing people

up a technical area (TA) to address aspects

to virtually swim in the sea with dolphins

of active assisted living (AAL), notably

has been successfully implemented in

accessibility and usability and specific

some Californian hospitals.

user interfaces related to audio, video
and multimedia systems and equipment.

In China, as well, there are plans for using

Active assisted living technologies include

VR to overcome a number of ailments.

systems and devices for supporting the

The technology is viewed as a way to

well-being, health and care of disabled

overcome the strong cultural stigma

and older people. The TA liaises with the

attached to mental illness. A number

IEC System Committee on Active Assisted

of Chinese technology companies

Living (SyC AAL), which focuses on the

have launched programmes focused

standardization of AAL products, services

on psychiatric treatment in liaison with

and systems to enable independent living

universities.

for AAL users.

IEC has formed a joint technical

The power of AI

technology. One of its subcommittees

algorithms can be used to detect patterns

publishes documents which specify the

of behaviour revealing depression and

requirements for augmented reality (AR)

suicidal tendencies. A report, produced

and VR. IEC TC 110 publishes standards

by scientists at USC, Carnegie Mellon

for electronic displays. One of its working

University, and Cincinnati Children’s

groups has developed the first edition of

Hospital Medical Center, investigates non-

IEC 63145-20-20, which establishes the

verbal facial expressions in order to detect

measurement conditions for determining

suicidal risks. It claims to have found a

the image quality of eyewear displays.

pattern that differentiates depressed and

machine

learning

suicidal patients. The dataset used in
the research comprises interviews with
subjects from the Cincinnati Children’s
To be able to treat mental illness, doctors

Hospital Medical Center, the University

need to first diagnose the condition. In

of Cincinnati Medical Center and the

many countries around the world, the

Princeton Community Hospital.

stigma attached to mental ailments

potential patients are unable to consult,
even if they want to. One of the ways to
overcome both the stigma and the lack of
healthcare specialists is by implementing
video consulting, a form of telemedicine

18
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when compared to frowning, eyebrow
had less intense smiles – with no crinkling
of the eyes for instance – were more likely
to have suicidal tendencies. One of the
lead authors of the study is John Pestian,
professor in the divisions of Biomedical
Informatics and Psychiatry at Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital Medical Center. “The
technology is not going to stop the
suicide, the technology can only say: We
have an issue over here.” Then we have
to intervene and get a path to get to care,
he is quoted as saying.
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 prepares standards
for AI. IEC is also a co-founder of the Open
Community for Ethics in Autonomous and

AI. While we are not quite there yet,

H i g h - p o w e re d

in many areas of the globe means that

vital feature for predicting suicidal cases

deals with key ethical issue relating to

prepares standards for information

Moreover, the lack of available healthcare

study revealed that smiling was the most

Intelligent Systems (OCEANIS), which

committee with ISO, JTC 1, which

can make people unwilling to consult.

the SVM prediction models, the research

raising and head velocity. Patients who

treat depression and anxiety by enabling

Access made easier

support vector machine or SVM. Through

The research analyzes four critical facial
expressions and behaviours : smiling,
frowning, head movement and the raising
of one’s eyebrows. The patients’ reactions
were recorded on video and audio and
then fed into a machine-learning algorithm,
a supervised learning model known as

vocal assistants in our mobile phones
are expected, at some point in the near
future, to detect suicidal tendencies by the
sound of our voices or what we say, even
in a cryptic fashion. And once they have
detected these tendencies, they should
give the right sort of advice. We all know
how useful smartphones have become in
our daily lives. In a few years from now,
they might even play an active part in
saving peoples’ lives.

Industry spotlight

Cyber security strategies for the energy
sector: how to achieve resilience
A new IEC Technology Report identifies five critical concepts on cyber security and resilience
for the smart energy sector
By Michael A. Mullane

The IEC Systems Committee on Smart Energy
has published a new Technology Report on best
practices for protecting the electric grid against
cyber attacks. Cyber security and resilience
guidelines for the smart energy operational
environment is the work of a group of top
international experts brought together by the IEC
Systems Committee on Smart Energy. Frances
Cleveland, who leads the group, presented the
report at the recent IEC General Meeting in
Shanghai.

understanding the difference between

means designing security into systems

information technology (IT) and operational

and operations from the beginning, rather

technology (OT); risk assessment, risk

than applying them after the systems

mitigation, and continuous update of

have been implemented. The thinking is

processes; and the role of international

that trying to patch on security after the

standards.

fact is at best a quick fix and at worst
a case of closing the stable door after

1. Resilience

the horse has bolted. Patches too easily
come unravelled. According to a report

The new report recommends prioritizing

by Deloitte, “Security needs to become

cyber resilience over traditional cyber

embedded into the DNA of operational

defence approaches. Achieving resilience

programs to enable organizations to have

is largely about understanding and

great products and have peace of mind.”

mitigating risks, but also detecting and

3. IT and OT are similar but different

The IEC advocates a holistic approach to

coping with the inevitable security event.

building cyber resilience, combining best

The aim is to apply the right protection

practices with testing and certification. A

at the appropriate points in the system,

The growth of connected devices has

holistic approach incorporates not only

while paying attention to safety, security

accelerated the convergence of the

technology and processes, but also and

and the reliability of processes. It is vital

once separate domains of information

especially people. “People going about

that this process is closely aligned with

technology (IT) and operational technology

their normal operational duties are the

organizational goals because mitigation

(OT), resulting in industrial IoT (IIOT). The

biggest threat,” says IEC cyber security

decisions can have a serious impact

IEC Technology Report suggests that

expert Frances Cleveland. “It’s important

on operations. “Resilience is not just a

cyber security is too often understood

to realize that even when you have cyber

technical issue,” warns the report, “but

only in terms of IT, while the operational

security implemented and training, you

must involve an overall business approach

constraints in sectors such as energy,

still have to worry about the insider and in

that combines cyber security techniques

manufacturing, healthcare or transport, are

particular, the disgruntled employee. She

with system engineering and operations

often overlooked. Cyber security, it says,

or he has knowledge of the company,

to prepare for and adapt to changing

needs to address both. First, though, it is

passwords and critical power system

conditions, and to withstand and recover

necessary to understand the differences

processes.”

rapidly from disruptions.”

between IT and OT.

The new IEC Technology Report outlines

2. Security by design

The primary focus of IT is confidentiality
of data, with integrity and availability

five critical concepts for addressing cyber
security. They are: resilience; security by

The report identifies security by design as

secondary. It exists in the virtual world,

design; the fundamental importance of

the most cost-effective approach, which

where data is stored, retrieved, transmitted
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and manipulated. IT is fluid and has many

its output when there is an increase in

moving parts and gateways, rendering

electricity demand, or that an overflow

it vulnerable to, and offering a large

valve opens when a chemical tank is full,

basis for a wide variety of constantly

so as to avoid hazardous substances

evolving attacks. Defending against

spilling. In the OT world, it could be

attacks is about safeguarding every layer

dangerous to turn off computer systems

as well as continuously identifying and

in response to a security problem.

correcting weaknesses so as to keep data
confidential. In fact, the primary action of

In the past IT and OT had separate roles.

IT to an attack is to turn off the offending

OT teams were used to working with

computer systems to protect the data.

closed systems that relied heavily on
physical security mechanisms to ensure

OT, in contrast, belongs to the physical

integrity. With the emergence of IIoT and

world, where availability of data is the

the integration of physical machines with

most critical so that the physical systems

networked sensors and software, the lines

can continue to operate. OT is about

between the two are blurring. As more and

maintaining control of systems: on or off,

more objects connect, communicate and

closed or open. OT ensures the correct

interact with each other, there has been a

execution of all actions. Everything in

surge in the number of endpoints, and the

OT is geared to the physical movement

increased possibility of computer failures,

and control of devices and processes to

human mistakes, and natural disasters to

keep systems working as intended, with

affect physical systems. And of course,

a primary focus on security and increased

there is now an increase in potential ways

efficiency. For example, OT helps ensure

for cyber criminals to gain access to

that a generator immediately increases

networks and infrastructure systems.
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4. Risk assessment, risk mitigation,
and continuous update of processes
are fundamental to improving security

A key concept of defence-in-depth is
that security requires a set of coordinated
measures. Chief among these is the need
to understand the system and know
what is most valuable and needs the
most protection. The report says that a
risk-based approach to cyber security
is the most effective, especially when
based on an assessment of existing,
or potential, internal vulnerabilities and
identified or possible external threats. Of
great importance during risk assessments
is the balancing of the cost of security
threat mitigations against the potential
impact of a successful cyber attack. It is
important that any solutions implemented
are monitored over time to ensure their
continued effectiveness and to ascertain
whether possible attacks have potentially
overcome the control solutions.

Industry spotlight

5. Cyber security standards and best
practice guidelines

IEC Technology Report

It may appear as the third concept in the
report but the fundamental advice, which

Protecting our critical infrastructure is

arguably underpins everything else, is that

The new IEC Technology Report

essential. Such is our reliance on the

in order to be effective, security measures

recommends the use of international

efficient and continuous supply of power

must encompass both IT and OT —

cyber security standards for energy

that any loss of electricity would carry

information and operational technologies.

sector environments to support the risk

heavy implications for a wide range of vital

Cleveland puts it more succinctly: “Cyber

management process and establish

services. The new IEC report advocates

is very tightly intertwined with engineering.

security programmes and policies. In

using a risk-based systems approach

They shouldn’t be viewed as separate.”

particular, there are some key cyber

based on best practices, as well as the

security standards that detail “what”

ability to demonstrate the effective and

should be done to secure systems, and

efficient implementation of the security

there are other cyber security standards

measures. This means combining the right

that provide the “how” technologies can

international standards with conformity

be implemented to provide that security.

assessment to assess the components of

Just as doctors prescribe medicines with

the system, the competencies of the people

proven benefits to their patients, it is wisest

designing, operating and maintaining it,

to base cyber security measures on best

and the processes and procedures used

practices. Using the right standards for

to run it. In a world where cyber threats

the right purposes at the right time, says

are becoming increasingly common, being

the report, will improve resilience, security

able to apply a specific set of international

and interoperability throughout the energy

standards combined with a dedicated and

environment.

worldwide certification programme, is a
proven and highly effective approach to
ensuring long-term cyber resilience.

The new Technology Report outlines best
practices for protecting the electric grid against
cyber attacks
Issue 05/2019 I e-tech
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JPEG is awarded 2019 Engineering
Emmy
IEC, ISO and ITU committee for JPEG are honoured for their innovative work
By Antoinette Price

The old saying “a picture is worth a thousand
words” could not be more apt in today’s visual
world.

We have become a planet of avid
photographers, capturing all manner of
moments on our devices and sharing
them through a growing number of
online platforms. For example, Instagram
reported 500 million daily active stories
that users posted worldwide this year, up
100 million from 2018, while numbers of
Snapchat and Whatsapp users posting
photos and video grew to 190 and 500

The JPEG committee receiving the 2019 Engineering Emmy Award

million respectively in the first quarter of
2019. Supporting this data is JPEG, used

Teruhiko Suzuki, who chairs ISO/IEC

The television industry has benefited

by 71.6% of all websites, according to

JTC 1/SC 29, said upon accepting the

greatly from JPEG, which has put users

Web Technology Surveys.

award: “JPEG is used everywhere, all

first by providing royalty-free open

the time. Every day around the world,

standards, practical implementation in

The global experts who developed the

a huge number of JPEG images are

both hardware and software, and the

standard for JPEG were awarded an

created, uploaded and shared. It’s a great

ability to add in options as required.

Emmy by the US Academy of Television

achievement by the JPEG committee.”
Images and video represent huge amounts

Arts & Sciences at the 71st Engineering
Emmy Awards in Los Angeles on 24

A star is born

of data. The initial motivation for the JPEG
standard was to find a way to compress

October.
Introduced in 1992, JPEG has been

this content in order to make it affordably

IEC and ISO Joint Technical Committee

universally adopted to preserve high-

manageable, storable and transferable,

(JTC 1) develops international standards

quality imagery in television production

while maintaining the image quality in its

for information technology. The ISO/IEC

and its tangential yet essential workflows.

reduced size.

and ITU Joint Photographic Experts Group

The Standard ISO/IEC 10918, Information

(JPEG) is part of JTC 1 subcommittee 29

technology – Digital compression and

Given today’s dominant global trend of video

which covers coding of audio, picture,

coding of continuous-tone still images,

and image content usage, the continued

multimedia and hypermedia information.

comprises seven parts.

work of JPEG remains very important.
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Artificial intelligence and big data:
a paradigm shift in healthcare
Artificial intelligence (AI) and big data are frequently mentioned in many domains, often
hyped as universal solutions to problems, in particular in healthcare where they already have
a significant impact
By Morand Fachot

AI and big data will be central to the future of
medical care to prevent and treat a myriad of
issues, by assisting physicians and treatment.
According to Allied Market Research, the global
big data analytics in healthcare market size is
projected to reach USD 67,82 billion by 2025,
growing at a CAGR of 19.1% from 2018 to 2025.

To be of any use in any domain, AI

incomparable information

needs to process and interpret extensive
data sets to draw relevant conclusions.

Medical imaging has been used to

Agreements and safeguards permitting

visualize the interior of patients’ bodies

the exchange of healthcare information at

ever since the application of X-rays was

country and international levels, provide an

discovered in the late 19th century. It is an

unequalled volume of data.

indispensable tool that allows doctors to
diagnose and treat internal illnesses and

Big Data analytics

traumatic injuries.

According to the ISO/IEC 20546:2019

The diagnostic imaging domain has made

standard, the term big data implies

dramatic advances with the introduction

International standards for AI and big data

datasets that are so extensive in volume,

of new technologies, which allowed it to

are developed by ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC42,

velocity, variety and/or variability that they

expand well beyond its initial limitations.

the Subcommittee on Artificial intelligence,

can no longer be handled using existing

of the ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee

data processing systems.

Key to healthcare future?

on Information Technology. These

IEC work central to medical imaging
technologies

standards will support the work of

Big data for healthcare covers many

IEC TC 62: Electrical equipment in medical

domains and a wide range of categories.

Medical imaging technologies rely

practice and that of other IEC TCs.

These include data from imaging

essentially on IEC International Standards

technologies, patient electronic health

developed by IEC SC 62B: Diagnostic

records (EHR) information, from research

imaging equipment. Some examples

on genome sequencing, epidemiology,

include:

Healthcare challenges
Most regions face significant healthcare

cancer, aging and, increasingly, data

challenges. These include aging

generated by wearable or implanted

X-ray imaging equipment

populations, lack of physicians or

sensors or medical devices.

computed tomography (CT), which
uses X-ray images processed by

inadequate healthcare infrastructure.
Machine learning (ML) and “deep

computer to produce tomographic

AI can provide important benefits in some

learning” are central to the processing

images or “slices” of internal organs

domains, such as research, diagnosis,

and interpretation of all these datasets

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

finding the most effective treatments,

to develop AI tools appropriate for each

scanners and related associated

telemedicine, or developing entirely new

category and, within these, applicable to

equipment and accessories

and better drugs, to achieve what is

individual cases.
International standards for ultrasound

known now as personalized or precision
medicine.

Imaging technologies provide

imaging, used widely to monitor and
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Brain scan (Photo: The Brain Tumour Charity)

diagnose the condition of certain internal
organs, such as liver, kidneys, gallbladder

A meaningful use of these for diagnosis

Since the use of AI in healthcare means

and even the heart, are prepared by IEC

and treatment requires AI, which, in turn,

access to a large volume of data about

TC 87: Ultrasonics.

entails the interpretation of high-quality

individuals, the data must remain private

comprehensive data using ML.

and be protected from cyber threats.

Developing drugs

This can be achieved, to a certain extent,

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scanners use superconducting magnets

though the anonymization of data, making

and radio waves to produce images of the
inside of the body. International standards

Another very promising AI healthcare

it impossible to trace back information to

for superconducting materials used in MRI

application is the development of

individuals or clusters of individuals.

scanners are developed by IEC TC 90:

new, targeted drugs. Major pharma

Superconductivity.

companies started working with hospitals,

This is first and foremost the responsibility

researchers and others using AI to analyze

of healthcare professionals and service

large volumes of data and then make

providers using best practices and, among

estimates or recommendations. Several

others, standards developed by ISO/IEC

start-ups have stepped in to occupy niche

JTC 1/SC 27: Information security, cyber

opportunities.

security and privacy protection.

paper published in a science journal; brain

They compile everything the AI software

Another less obvious but important issue,

imaging alone “is currently producing more

needs to “learn” before it analyzes a

linked to the previous two points, is the

than 10 petabytes [10 000 terabytes] of

patient’s condition, according to a news

possible use of collected healthcare data

data every year with a staggering nine

agency report. This includes information

by healthcare insurance providers, in

fold increase in data complexity (i.e. data

on disease causes, symptoms and

certain countries, to reduce coverage or

acquisition modalities) over the last three

progression, many past patients’ test

raise premiums.

decades.”

results, doctor reports and scanned

AI and ML are needed to interpret huge
volumes of data
Imaging technologies produce vast
amounts of data, according to a recent

images. Given the time saved and the
In addition to imaging, other sources,

reduced number of clinical trials, the ROI

such as electrocardiography and

can be very significant.

electroencephalography (ECG, EEG) and
HER, generate large volumes of data.
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Cautionary, protective measures and
shortcomings
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Standing straight
New book published on digital human modelling
By Natalie Mouyal

Digital human modelling (DHM) provides a virtual
representation of humans and their behaviours.
As an academic field of research that combines
technology and design, DHM has more recently
generated the interest of industry.

She is a founding member of the Digital
Human Modelling by Women (DHMW),
a group dedicated to promoting women
researchers worldwide in the field of
design and technology.

Tell us about your current research
For example, DHM can replace crash test
dummies to help engineers determine the
safety of vehicles. Product designers can
use DHM to integrate human modelling
functions. A product can be evaluated in
terms of its impact on human posture as
well as how it will impact a person’s reach
or visibility while using it. In the medical
field, DHM can help study movement or
plan surgical interventions.
An expert from IEC TC 124 on wearable
electronic devices and a 2018 Young
Professional, Sofia Scataglini, has
published a new book on digital human
modelling. Scataglini, a Visiting Professor
in the Faculty of Design Sciences at
Antwerp University, is also a Researcher
at the Belgian Royal Military Academy
and the Military Hospital Queen Astrid.

I believe that standardization
should be introduced
in academics to enable
students to become
conscious of the importance
of standards.

My research looks at digital human
modelling and the study of posture. I focus
on wearable sensors, physical ergonomics
as well as design applied to human health.

Sofia Scataglini

Digital human modelling is the science of

interactions. It also includes case studies

representing humans with their physical

with real world information for practitioners

properties, characteristics and behaviours

to make informed decisions.

in computerized, virtual models. These
models can be used as a standalone

I have been actively promoting the

or integrated with other computerized

importance of standards within academia.

object design systems. They are used to

For example, I used standard terminology

design or to study designs, workplaces or

in the book and its glossary. In fact,

products in their relationship with humans.

terminology is essential for providing
agreed definitions, reducing ambiguity

You recently published a book entitled
DHM and Posturography. How can it help
standardization experts?

and improving accuracy.
In this book, you can find a specific
chapter on how to design smart clothing

My book DHM and Posturography, which

using digital human modelling as well as

I co-edited with Gunther Paul, examines

one on standardization and norms.

the current research on digital human
modelling and its use in ergonomics and

I believe that standardization should be

posturography. It provides an overview

introduced in academics to enable students

of human simulation tools with detailed

to become conscious of the importance

information on posture and postural

of standards as well as to become
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amazing opportunity.
Through this experience, I had the
opportunity to participate in the plenary
meeting of TC 124 and meet with the
members of the committee. We exchanged
ideas and developed possibilities for future
collaboration.
At the time, I received an award from the
CEB-BEC thanking me as an expert under
the age of 35 years.

Why did you establish the Digital Human
Modelling by Women (DHMW) group?
Digital human modelling (DHM) provides a virtual representation of humans and their behaviours
(Image: Siemens PLM Software)

Gender equality is one of the main topics
that affects the population. I would like to
work towards the empowerment of women
in science, technology, engineering, art

future experts, creating a continuous

evaluation methods for textile materials,

and design, and mathematics (STEAM).

technological and knowledge transfer.

devices, and systems with electrotechnical

I think standardization and the IEC need to

functionality. This is an area of direct

promote the participation of more women

interest in my research. Being a part of

in this field. This is possible starting in

this WG allows me to share my knowledge

school through to university and in

as well as learn and work together with

industry.

What is your involvement in IEC TC 124 and
how does it relate to your research?
TC 124 is related to the standardization

experts from all over the world.

in the field of wearable electronic devices

This group was launched in 2017

and technologies which include patchable

WG3 is more related to materials.

during a DHMW breakfast held at the

materials and devices, implantable

Parameters, like elasticity, washability,

5th International DHM Symposium at

materials and devices, ingestible materials

functionality and sustainability, need to

Fraunhofer-Institute for Communication,

and devices, electronic textile materials

be considered especially as technology is

Information Processing and Ergonomics

and devices, etc.

becoming smarter.

(FKIE) in Germany.

The four working groups within TC 124

WG4 develops standards related to the

The group continuous to grow but

impact my work.

connectivity and durability of wearable

we need more support. This year we

devices as well as the integration with

organized the first international DHWM

WG1 produces terminology definitions

other systems and services. We need to

symposium during the 10th International

for wearable electronic devices and

rethink the healthcare eco-system and

Conference on Applied Human Factors

technologies which is important for

we need to ensure that technologies

and Ergonomics (AHFE 2019) and the

research and applications in academia and

used for e-health are safe and secure

Affiliated Conferences in Washington.

industry, especially in new fields such as

for everyone.

Another one is planned to be held during

wearable technology and smart clothing.
As a researcher, I encountered different
definitions for the same term which can

the 11th AHFE 2020 in San Diego.

How was your experience as a Young
Professional last year?

create confusion. Having the possibility to

I think that the IEC should set up a
mentoring programme or organize

standardize terms reduces ambiguity and

I participated in the Young Professional

specific events to involve more women

improves accuracy.

programme last year as a YP representative

in standardization and conformity

for Belgium. I would like to thank the CEB-

assessment.

WG2 develops measurement and
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Standards help ensure safety of medical
devices using artificial intelligence
Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies bring countless benefits to daily life as they become
increasingly incorporated in the devices and systems used across many industries
By Antoinette Price

Working with algorithms

In the case of healthcare, medical devices and
systems can help save lives and improve quality
of life for people living with different conditions
and diseases. Machine learning, natural
language processing and image recognition
facilitate the monitoring, analysis, diagnosis and
treatment of patients.

Some AI technologies have been around
for several decades in healthcare and
are well-established, such as automated
medication dispensing systems. These
allow doctors, surgeons and nurses to
manage medication more effectively and
safely in hospitals and health centres.

However, there are some new concerns
around the management, privacy and
security of personal data. Medical device

Nonetheless, the system’s framework
Smart inhalers use a sensor to keep track of
time and place where medication was last taken
(Photo: propellerhealth.com)

must still be supervised by people. The
physician will consider the medication

manufacturers must address these issues

proposal from the machine and then

in order to ensure safety as well as broad

decide whether or not to follow the advice.

adoption of their products and services,

The main aim of standardization is to

which use AI technologies.

provide certainty to the manufacturers,

IEC has a very
important role to play
when it comes to
medical devices.

auditors and users and finally to

Interview with IEC technical expert

governments and citizens. Society in
general needs to have these assurances if

Georg Heidenreich, who coordinates

it is going to adopt innovative technologies.

Technical Regulations and Standardization
at Siemens Healthcare, is also involved

“Governments,

in IEC Technical Committee 62, which

manufacturers see the need to develop

“From a technical perspective, the so-

produces international standards for

standards for data handling in systems

called symbolic AI system uses sets of

electrical equipment in medical practice.

using AI to assure the healthcare

rules to decide what and how much

He leads the group working specifically on

community. We don’t want to leave a

medication to administer to a patient. The

safety, security and effectiveness of health

gap here. IEC has a very important role to

rules can be put into other systems, they

software and IT systems. e-tech caught

play when it comes to medical devices.

can be reviewed, made machine-readable

up with Heidenreich to find out the latest

There is an expectation to achieve safety

or extended with other rules. From the

developments and the role standards

and performance of such devices through

regulatory and standards perspective,

have to play in delivering safe, innovative

regulations and standards, which IEC

the safety and performance aspects are

technologies.

can develop to provide a foundation for

well-established even if there are new

going to market with certainty”, says

technologies coming into markets”, says

Heidenreich.

Heidenreich.

authorities

and
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The new kid on the block

system performs as a doctor would, by

and other clinical routine data sources.

using the answers to a list of questions

An appropriate data handling system

In contrast to symbolic systems,

to decide when and how to treat the

should combine information engineering

patient, and suggests the outcome to the

with the safe and trustworthy handling

doctor. This is accomplished by taking

already known for biomaterials”,

into account contextual factors, such as

Heidenreich concludes.

other numeric systems learn by taking
probability into account. They are used to
help doctors find the best treatments for
patients. If a patient presents with certain
symptoms, the system mines numerous
earlier cases, just as in clinical trials. It
looks for similar cases and their concluding
diagnoses, which the doctor may consider
when deciding the treatment.

how the accident or vulnerability occurred
Heidenreich.

IEC Standards and testing for
innovative technologies

Upcoming projects

As well as developing international

and what the symptoms are”, explains

standards for medical devices, IEC and
Heidenreich notes that there are no

ISO Joint Technical Committee (JTC 1)

appropriate standards to extend to the

work together to produce international

On a larger scale, this type of system is

manufacturer, which detail what has to

standards for 22 different information

being used to process volumes of X-ray

be taken into account for safety of those

technologies, including artificial

images, MRI or other images to find, for

numeric systems. Such systems depend

intelligence, the Internet of Things and

example, tissue tumours. While more

highly on accurate, comprehensive

virtual and augmented reality, which

complex, the general principle relies on

“historic” data from clinical trials.

are used increasingly in healthcare
applications. JTC 1 also covers cyber

a set of historical, annotated images with
a known diagnosis, which has a human

“The data is the device! We need a

security for the protection of data and

assertion or certainty behind it. These

standard which defines how to handle this

users of intelligent products and services,

are then analyzed against current patient

data in terms of integrity and validity, and

such as connected medical devices and

images, in order to enhance a doctor’s

meets safety and performance goals that

systems, which help doctors to decide the

treatment decision. The aim is to augment

are the basis of regulatory market access

best treatments for patients.

human intelligence, rather than trying to

for medical devices”, he adds.
Another way to ensure smart medical

replace it.
In current systems, the software itself

devices are safe and data remains

As Heidenreich explains, within these

– the algorithm and the programming

protected and private is through testing

numeric systems, there are two classes

technology – is critical for safety and

and certification. IECEE, the IEC System

of algorithms: one which learns at the

performance, whereas for the more recent

of Conformity Assessment Schemes

manufacturer’s site only and remains

numeric systems, the data is critical.

for Electrotechnical Equipment and
Components, ensures that electrical and

“fixed”, and the other, which continues
This means that cyber security has

electronic devices and equipment meet

become a very important consideration,

expectations in terms of performance,

Triage expert software systems are used

because the data pool becomes the

safety, reliability and other criteria by

to manage situations in which ambulances

asset for which it is vital to ensure safety,

testing and certifying these against

bring patients after accidents or in

performance and integrity.

international standards developed by IEC.

triage systems are trained to work out

“Currently, there are two proposals in the

The system covers risks to patients, those

quickly which patients need the most

pipeline, which are expected to advance

who operate the equipment – doctors,

urgent treatment. Triage is also used to

over the coming year. The first is to assess

nurses and technicians and maintenance

assign the critical resources, including

the applicability of existing standards,

personnel. More recently, IECEE has

doctors and available rooms and medical

such as ISO 14971 Risk Management,

begun to include activities related to

equipment, to the most urgent patients.

IEC 62304 Software Lifecycle and

cybersecurity for the medical industry, to

to learn on site, for example at a hospital.

emergency situations to the hospital. The

others, for products using AI. The other

ensure user safety from potential cyber

“Manufacturers typically do not take

proposal suggests developing a standard

threats and data privacy.

responsibility for “learning” systems.

for handling data that is intended for

Instead, the hospitals tailor a general

decision-making, for example, sensitive

purpose system to their needs. The

data taken from clinical trial IT systems
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Answers in the cloud
Cloud computing has taken the IT industry by storm. Estimated at USD 24.6 billion in
2010, cloud computing has already surpassed USD 100 billion and is expected to reach
USD 150 billion by the end of 2020
By Natalie Mouyal

Industry is adopting cloud computing and
benefiting from the nearly instantaneous and
positive impact of cloud technology. Eighty
percent of companies report improvements to
their operations within the first few months of
adoption. Already, the average employee uses
36 cloud-based apps in their daily work.

ISO/IEC 17789, which specifies the
cloud computing reference architecture.
Holbrook remarked that many of these
terms and references are used within other
standards publications.
Holbrook also noted the importance of
ISO/IEC 19086-1, which establishes a set
of common cloud service building blocks,
including terms and offerings, that can be

Cloud computing is a thriving sector. As
companies seek to outsource IT, they

Steve Holbrook, Chair of ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 38

increasingly rely upon cloud computing

used to create service level agreements
(SLAs). “This is a grab bag of elements
to put in an SLA but does not dictate

services. And, alongside demand for

of shared devices, network access and

terms. It is essentially components and

these services, innovation is flourishing.

shared data storage.

measurements. This standard is used

New technologies, relying on open

by customers and governments to help

source platforms, are emerging and

According to Holbrook, cloud computing

with their acquisition of cloud computing

introducing significant changes to software

is the result of the “evolution of distributed

services”, he added.

development.

computing over the last 60 years, ever
since two computers could talk to each

With the foundational standards now in

Standards can help to provide confidence

other, allowing us to go from the mainframe

place, SC 38 can focus its work on new

and guidance in a rapidly changing

to the modern era. It is the latest and most

areas. According to Holbrook, “SC 38

industry. To enable the standardization

efficient form of distributed computing”.

can now look towards future projects

of cloud computing at the international
level, the IEC and ISO joint technical

like updating of the existing standards,

Accomplishments of SC 38

committee on IT set up a subcommittee

working together with consortia and open
source efforts to bring in the innovations of

in this area: ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 38. To

Since its creation in 2010, Subcommittee

cloud computing into standardization and

better understand its work and plans for

38 has published 15 standards and

focusing on the needs of the end-users”.

the future, e-tech spoke with its Chair,

is in the process of developing 14

Steve Holbrook.

other publications. It has completed
the foundational standards for cloud

Defining cloud computing

Working within the ISO and IEC
community

computing. This includes such key
standards as ISO/IEC 17788, which

Moving forward, SC 38 plans to better

Cloud computing is an enabling

provides an overview of cloud computing

integrate its achievements with the work

technology. It is based on the principles

and a set of terms and definitions, and

of the other IEC and ISO subcommittees.
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“Systems integration is necessary. It can
be a challenge to integrate with other
JTC 1 subcommittees, but it is essential
as an increasing number of areas intersect
with each other. We work particularly
closely with SC 27 (information security,
cyber security and privacy protection),
SC 41 (Internet of Things) and SC 42
(artificial intelligence)”, Holbrook remarked.
Earlier this year, SC 27 published
ISO/IEC 19086-4, which is the fourth part
of the ISO/IEC 19086 series on SLAs. This
standard provides the requirements for
the security and privacy aspects of cloud
service level agreements.

computing. Holbrook noted, “the notion
of containers is a new trend in cloud
computing. The idea is that cloud services
can be packaged and run in isolation in a

Standardization is especially
needed to establish well
known interfaces between
technologies.

platform independent way. Innovations like
Kubernetes make it possible to manage
workloads across multiple computers
and teams”. These innovations are being

whether a service provider or customer

addressed by SC 38. Recent updates have

– should be clearly defined”, according

been made to standards to incorporate

to Holbrook. “How does data flow across

containers and container management.

the system, what are the different kinds of
data categories and how can this data be

While current contact with the groups

used? Customers, and regulators, should

developing the open source software

have a say in areas such as privacy and

has been indirect, SC 38 is finding

tracking. We have already started to see

ways to work together with them. For

this in Europe with the GDPR”.

example, they can submit proposals for
standardization and methods are being

In 2017, SC 38 published ISO/IEC 19944

Collaboration is also underway with SC 41

developed for their specifications to feed

which provides a data taxonomy. It

on edge computing. Holbrook explained,

information into standards.

identifies the categories of data that flow

“connected devices, sensors and actuators

across the cloud service customer devices

that collect and analyze data at the edge

Standardization can be important

and cloud services and how the data

rely upon distributed computing to process

for open source. As pointed out by

should be handled. An update to this

the data. Cloud computing principles

Holbrook, “standardization is especially

standard is currently underway to expand

apply across the spectrum of distributed

needed to establish well known interfaces

the data taxonomy to include not only

processing from the edge to the data centre.

between technologies. However, there

protections for personal information but

It is an essential element for them. Some of

is a mismatch between the speed and

also for enterprise information.

the processing of data occurs near the edge,

culture of the open source community and

some takes place nearer the data centre.

the standardization community. Much is

As it focuses on the end-users, SC 38 has

The workload should be distributed to the

linked to meta concerns, such as legal and

also begun developing guides to better

most efficient place”. Currently, SC 38 and

privacy issues, which is not top of mind for

understand cloud computing. Earlier in the

SC 41 are preparing harmonized technical

programmers in consortia”.

year, it published ISO/IEC TR 22678 which

reports on edge computing.

provides guidance on using international

Focusing on the data flow and cloud
service customers

standards to formulate policies that

which uses data to find patterns and

In its initial phase of work, SC 38 focused

Long term goal

trends. Cloud computing is an essential

on standards for cloud service providers.

element as it provides the storage for

As a next step, SC 38 plans to also focus

The role of SC 38 will be to help the

the data and the distributed processing

on the needs of cloud service customers.

industry as it transitions to new ways of

Artificial intelligence (AI) is also evolving and

regulate cloud services and their providers.

improving especially with machine learning

providing and consuming services. As

used for analysis. According to Holbrook,
AI is a “killer app that is lighting up cloud

One area of this focus is in the realm of how

Holbrook concluded, “cloud computing is

computing. It is illuminating an exciting

data flows from devices to cloud services.

a leading edge technology and standards

horizon in technology. We need to enable

“Providers can have a say in what to do

in this area are evolving extremely quickly.

technology that is smarter and more agile”.

with data they derive from observations

We need to find new ways to collaborate

of customer patterns by, for example,

to better address the challenges ahead”.

Open Source innovations

offering targeted advertisement. Some of
the data is clearly owned by the customer,

Open source software is an area where

some of the data is derived by the provider.

much innovation is occurring within cloud

The role of each of the parties involved –
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Bright lights, big city
Smart cities offer solutions to achieve the UN SDGs
By Natalie Mouyal

More than half of the world’s population currently
lives in cities. This growth is expected to continue
with city residents estimated to make up twothirds of the population by 2050. Megacities –
with a population of more than 10 million – are
proliferating, fuelled by economic growth and
rapid industrialization.

The United Nations has called on

Standards for smart cities

governments, industry and society to
make cities inclusive, safe, resilient

IEC Standards help cities ensure that

and sustainable. This is one of the

critical infrastructure, such as transport

17 Sustainable Development Goals

networks and electricity grids function

(SDGs) at the core of the UN blueprint for

properly and safely. More than 2 000

building a better world by 2030.

IEC publications directly impact safe and
sustainable urbanization, from energy

Smart cities can offer the tools to improve

generation and efficiency to security,

the quality of life in cities. According to

lighting and water management.

The growth of cities brings prosperity.

Michael Mulquin, Chair of the IEC Systems

They generate approximately 80% of

Committee on Smart cities (SyC Smart

Standards can also help cities to make

global GDP. But cities also increase the

cities), they can be defined as cities

existing systems smarter. It is now possible

demand for resources, like water and

“where improvements in quality of life,

to collect data easily and, using algorithms,

electricity, while generating much waste

city services, sustainability and resilience

to analyze the data in real time so as to

and pollution. Overcrowding, traffic

are accelerated by the widespread

formulate an overall picture of what is going

gridlock and the strains on infrastructure

and transformative use of data and

on in a given area – and how it can be

and services are some of the burdens of

technology”.

improved. Data on energy consumption,

the urban dweller.

Cities in numbers
Source www.undp.org

Cities are growing...and
will account for 60% of the
world’s population by 2030

© IEC, 2019
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traffic patterns and building usage can

digital twins used by manufacturers, CIM

of how multiple city services can cooperate

be analyzed and used to improve quality

is the digital representation of a city with

to maintain the supply of electricity.

of life for residents. These technologies

various types of city information, from

rely on IEC Standards for sensors, cloud

the natural environment to infrastructure

computing and artificial intelligence.

to human activity, updated in real time.

Sustainable transport

This is a tool that can be used by local

SDG 11 calls for the provision of safe,

However, while intelligent technologies

governments, as well as industry and

affordable, accessible and sustainable

bring great possibilities, they also increase

residents, to enable better city planning

transport for all. It recognizes the need

potential privacy and security risks.

and management.

to reduce the dependency on fossil fuels
while also anticipating the growth in urban

Standards, such as those in the ISO/
IEC 27000 family, serve to protect city data

To help city planners identify which

areas which will require new solutions

and people while others, like IEC 62443,

standards they need, SyC Smart cities is

for transport. Urban mobility will require

have been developed to protect industries

developing a system reference deliverable:

a comprehensive strategy that can also

from cyber attacks.

Smart city standards inventory and

bring together the requirements for clean

mapping. According to Mulquin, this is “not

and safe solutions while benefiting from

As a further step, standards can be used

simply to catalogue standards relevant to

the use of new technologies.

to develop common approaches, allowing

smart cities, but an exercise to find a way to

for interoperability and compatibility

map and categorize them so that it is much

IEC Standards for trains, subway systems,

across systems and services. As a result,

easier to understand which standards are

trolley buses and ferries are just a few

IEC has taken a systems approach to

relevant to which type of projects”.

examples of the IEC contribution towards
sustainable transport. These standards

smart cities with the aim of providing a
holistic approach to address complex

Disaster resilience and recovery

also support the infrastructure necessary
for the operation of these different

situations. The SyC Smart cities is
actively working together with various IEC

From severe droughts to hurricanes and

technical committees and other standard

flooding, disasters appear more frequently

organizations to assist in the development

and with a greater intensity than in the

Additionally, IEC SEG 11 will examine

of standards for city systems.

past. The UN SDG calls for strengthening

the standardization tools needed to help

the resilience of infrastructure in the face

countries. At the first meeting held in July,

As noted by Mulquin, “smart city standards

of disasters as well as the mitigation of the

participants identified examples of future,

need to be developed in a systematic

adverse effects of disaster.

electric-based transportation systems

transportation systems.

that can help accelerate the transition to

way, recognizing that to address complex
city needs, the requirements of many

Continuity planning is a key factor to

different stakeholders must be analyzed

minimize cost and damage should critical

and satisfied”.

infrastructure become inoperable. It

renewable energy.
Help make cities smart

ensures that potential disasters have been
The work of SyC Smart cities specifically

considered and local plans developed for

The new technologies used to make cities

addresses the UN SDG 11 on sustainable

the restoration of services. As Mulquin

smarter can help achieve the quality of

cities and communities and its targets

noted, “no city service can work without

life in cities and meet the targets set out

related to city management and disaster

electricity and so the most urgent and

in the UN SDG 11 on sustainable cities

resilience and recovery. IEC has also

important need is to get the electricity

and communities. These technologies rely

recently set up a new group, SEG 11, to

supply working again”.

on IEC International Standards to ensure
safety, performance and interoperability.

study the transition toward sustainable
transport.

SyC Smart cities is currently developing
a new standard, IEC 63152, as a best

As noted by Mulquin, “the widespread

practice tool for city planners. Given the

development of smart city standards has

increased frequency of natural disasters

the potential to help cities all over the world

Based on a global City Need Survey it

and the destruction they cause, this draft

to benefit more quickly and effectively from

conducted in 2017, SyC Smart cities

standard proposes guidelines to sustain

global best practices, as well as to open

is proposing a new work item for city

a variety of city services following a

up new and profitable opportunities for

information modelling (CIM). Similar to

disruption. It provides the basic concepts

industry”.

City management
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IECEE training raises awareness of
cyber security for industrial automation
IECEE has developed a testing and certification programme for conformity assessment (CA)
solutions for cyber security
By Antoinette Price

The IECEE Industrial Cyber Security Programme
enables manufacturers to demonstrate that their
industrial automation equipment complies with
regulations.

cyber security standards in the IEC 62443

assessment can be handled and

series. He work includes the role of Chair

applied to certain Standards in the

for IEC TC 65 Working Group 10 –

IEC 62443 series. OD-2061 also

Cyber Security, Industrial Automation –

explains under which conditions

IEC 62443 and Convenor of the former

IECEE Cyber Certificates of

IECEE CMC Task Force Cyber Security

Conformity – Industrial Cyber

(conformity assessment programme) as

Security Capability – can be

In order to increase awareness of dealing

well as editor of ISA 99/ IEC 62443-2-1,

delivered. They are valid only when

with cyber security through international

Security for industrial automation and

“signed by an approved Certification

standards and IECEE Conformity

control systems – Part 2-1: Requirements

Body (CB) Testing Laboratory and

Assessment, IECEE, has run three

for IACS asset owners.

appended to a certificate issued by a

“This workshop has been given in North

Providing an overview of an

workshops, the most recent held in
Singapore in October.

National CB”.
America, Europe, and Asia to provide

assessment of IEC 62443-4-1, which

“In the new and very dynamic environment

a common understanding of the

specifies the process requirements

of cyber security it is more important than

conformance assessment programme

for the secure development and

ever to establish an efficient harmonization

and the IEC 62443-2-4 requirements

support of products used in industrial

among the participants of an international

for NCBs and CBTLs around the world.

automation and control systems

conformity assessment system, to

It gives the attendees the opportunity

Reviewing the individual requirements

ensure transparency and mutual trust for

to gain first-hand knowledge of the

of an assessment for IEC 62443-2-4,

recognition of results and certificates”,

programme mechanics and the details of

which specifies requirements for

said Wolfram Zeitz, Deputy Secretary,

the requirements, and to ask questions to

security capabilities for integrated

IECEE & IECRE.

enhance their understanding. Without the

administration and control system

workshop, each NCB and CBTL would

(IACS) service providers that they

have to develop their own unique ideas

can offer to the asset owner during

for these topics”, said Neitzel.

integration and maintenance

On the agenda
Hosted by the Singapore Standards

activities of an automation solution.

Council and Enterprise Singapore, the

He presented the first two days of the

three-day international event was attended

workshop covering aspects of IEC 62443,

by participants from different testing

Security for industrial automation and

services.

control systems, including:

Other topics discussed covered:
The links between IEC Standards
and IEC Conformity Assessment

Lee Neitzel, expert with over 30 years in

Explaining the IECEE guidance

Systems

security and network standards has led

Operational Document (OD 2016),

How IECEE conformity assessment

or contributed to a number of industrial

which describes how conformity

schemes (e.g. IECEE Cyber security
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Scheme) help address business

The urgent need to take measures to

which rely on industrial communication

needs on cyber security

handle cyber security threats was

networks and industrial automation control

Introduction “Security and Safety

emphasized through a live demonstration,

systems (IACS) are better protected

“in context of Industry 4.0 – Threat

which showed a successful cyber hack on

against cyber threats.

landscape and adversaries

mobile ICS kits, as well as a successful

IT-Security and OT- Security

cyber attack through a security antivirus

(Industrial Security)

and a firewall.

Overview of IEC 62443, use cases
and how to implement IEC 62443 in

Together with IEC cyber security

your organization;

related standards, the deployment

Differences between IEC 62443 and

of comprehensive IEC CA certification

ISO/IEC 27001

schemes should ensure that systems

IECEE cyber security workshop held in Singapore in October 2019
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Health and environment at risk
Chemical plant fire highlights necessity of drastic safety measures in Ex areas, as advocated
by IECEx
By Claire Marchand

The incident at the Lubrizol chemical plant in
Rouen, France, is a powerful reminder that the
most drastic safety measures are a must in
explosive (Ex) environments.

people living close by had to leave their

issues that need answers: what caused

apartments and be relocated.

the fire, where it exactly originated, what
consequences chemical emanations may

While the company has already agreed

have on the health of the population and

to compensate farmers and shop owners

the city and its surroundings in the mid- to

for their losses, there are still a number of

long-term.

Dark cloud over Rouen
On 26 September 2019, a fire broke at
a storage facility owned by Lubrizol, a
company that manufactures industrial
lubricants and fuel additives. The blaze
raged for 24 hours, sending black smoke
all over the city and the surrounding
countryside. While there were no
casualties, a variety of symptoms –
nausea, dizziness, respiratory difficulties –
were reported by city inhabitants and
firefighters. For a number of days after
the incident, the French authorities banned
the harvesting of crops and sale of all
produce of animal origin from the region
as a precaution while tests were initiated.
Dairy farmers were forced to dump tens of
thousands of litres of milk.
The incident also had dire consequences
for some other companies located in that
specific industrial zone. Three were shut
down while experts conduct investigations
on site to try and determine the origin
and cause of the fire. The premises are
covered in dusts and ashes that are still
a potential risk in this context. In addition,
Experts have begun their investigations into what caused the fire at the Lubrizol chemical plant
(Photo: AFP)
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Zero risk doesn’t exist

Manufacturers or sellers of

by national or regional regulations and

equipment for use in Ex areas

legislation, the Ex industry can rely on

Even if the authorities at the state or

Anyone working in oil and gas,

IECEx, the IEC System for Certification to

regional levels have strict regulations

chemicals, petrochemicals or

Standards Relating to Equipment for Use

in place for industries that operate in

pharmaceuticals

in Explosive Atmospheres for testing and

explosive atmospheres, zero risk doesn’t

Anyone supplying, specifying,

certification.

exist.

buying or using Ex equipment in
the engineering, procurement and

An IECEx certificate provides clear proof of

Ex environments – or hazardous locations –

construction sector

compliance with international standards,

are places where fire or explosion hazards

Anyone installing, inspecting or

an important assurance for anyone

may exist due to flammable gases or

repairing Ex equipment

responsible for the safety of those working

vapours, flammable liquids, combustible

in such areas.

dusts, or easily ignitable fibres or flyings

The safety and security of staff, community,

present in the air in quantities sufficient to

environment and equipment is of the

produce explosive or ignitable mixtures.

utmost importance.

High level of safety for Ex workforce
To cover all safety aspects in Ex

The oil and gas, mining, chemical and

Through its standardization and conformity

environments and to complement the

petrochemical sectors are obvious

assessment work, IEC has a solution for

IECEx certified equipment scheme, IECEx

candidates that come to mind. Their

all sectors of industry that are operating

has developed the IECEx certification

operations are in hazardous areas and

in hazardous environments. The

of personnel competence scheme for

their workers are exposed 24/7 to the risks

Commission has been at the forefront of Ex

assessing and certifying individuals

inherent to such locations.

standardization for many years, preparing

working in potentially hazardous areas.

international standards and establishing
But then there are many other industry

IECEx, one of the four IEC Conformity

The IECEx certificate of personnel

sectors that are either intermittently

Assessment (CA) Systems that provides

competence (CoPC) provides independent

exposed to explosive atmospheres or that

testing and certification for all types of Ex

proof that the certificate holder has the

have very specific and confined areas that

equipment and related services, as well as

required qualifications and experience for

can be classified as hazardous locations.

personnel competence.

working on electrical equipment located
in hazardous areas and can implement

Food processing plants, sugar refineries,
gas stations, grain handling and storage,
automotive manufacturing and repair,

Specific requirements for explosive
atmospheres

IEC International Standards covering
explosive atmospheres.

pharmaceuticals, furniture manufacturing,
to name a few, have their share of incidents

IEC

31:

For the CoPC, competence is defined

involving hazardous materials such as

Equipment for explosive atmospheres,

Te c h n i c a l

Committee

as “the ability to apply knowledge” rather

dusts, mists or vapours. In reality, most

and its subcommittees have series of

than simply assessing knowledge. In

industry sectors may have at least one

international standards, IEC 60079,

this sense, the assessment of persons

area that qualifies as a hazardous location

ISO/IEC 80079 (including ISO 80079-36

includes assessing their ability to perform

(storing gas canisters, powders, etc.). They

and ISO 80079-37), that cover all specific

certain Ex-related tasks.

utilize flammable substances in quantities

requirements for Ex electrical and non-

that may result in concentrations that

electrical (mechanical) equipment and

Together, standardization work by

are potentially explosive, whether during

systems, from general requirements to

IEC TC 31 and IECEx certification provide

normal operation or due to abnormal

protection levels for apparatus used by

a global comprehensive solution to

situations arising.

all sectors that operate in hazardous

address many of the risks found in Ex

environments

environments. Their work is ongoing, as

IEC solution for the Ex sector

new risks arise and as new solutions are
To make sure that the equipment they

The risks are widespread. Anyone working

purchase meets the very strict requirements

in the following areas should be aware of

specified in the series of international

the inherent working risks:

standards, as well as those put in place
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Have you taken your medication today?
The safety of healthcare wearables starts with high-quality electronics, thanks to IECQ
By Claire Marchand

As far back as 2003, the World Health
Organization (WHO) estimated that only about
50% of patients with chronic diseases living
in developed countries follow treatment
recommendations with particularly low rates of
adherence to therapies for asthma, diabetes, and
hypertension. Why would patients eschew taking
their medication? Health conditions, particularly
in older people, may be a factor, but poor health
literacy, cost of prescription medicine, lack of
trust between patient and healthcare provider
or simply forgetfulness may also play a role in
non-adherence to medication.

yet in developed countries only 50% of

Wearables to the rescue

patients who suffer from chronic diseases
adhere to treatment recommendations.

At the time the study was issued, wearables

In developing countries, when taken

as we know them today were still in their

together with poor access to health care,

infancy. They became mainstream a few

lack of appropriate diagnosis and limited

years later and achieved real popularity

access to medicines, poor adherence

in the 2010s. Fitness devices may have

is threatening to render futile any effort

taken the lion’s share of the market, but

to tackle chronic conditions, such as

the healthcare sector has rapidly grasped

diabetes, depression and HIV/AIDS.”

the benefits it could reap in developing

Medicines don’t work if you don’t take
them
WHO defines patient’s adherence to
medical advice – such as medication or
drug compliance, medical device use, self
care, self-directed exercises, or therapy
sessions – as “the degree to which a
person’s behaviour corresponds with
the agreed recommendations from a
healthcare provider.” Lack of compliance
often leads to worsening chronic
conditions and excess hospitalization.
In its 2003 study on adherence to longterm therapies, the WHO observed that in
many cases medicines were not taken as
directed. “Medicines will not be effective if
patients do not follow prescribed treatment,

Today’s smart watches offer basic ECG features
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new and innovative devices that extend
way beyond the basic activity tracker.
The very popular smart watches and
bracelets that used to only count steps
and tell time have now become healthcare
tools such as portable ECGs that keep
track of heart rhythms, movement disorder
detectors, of particular importance for
those suffering from Parkinson’s disease,
or blood pressure monitors.
Technological advances have led to the
development of micro/nano sensors such

Wireless, battery-free optoelectronic implants for in vivo, local tissue oximetry (Photo: Philipp Gutruf)

as subdermal implants, used mainly by
those who suffer from diabetes. These
implants allow for the constant monitoring
of glucose levels, with the data transmitted

implant subdermal devices or prescribe

IECQ provides industry with a supply chain

electronically to a storage and processing

ingestible sensors.

verification tool for seeking assurance

devices, thus available at any time to the
healthcare provider.

that electronic components, assemblies,

Safety throughout the supply chain

processes and related materials conform
to declared technical standards and

Electronics inside

There is one aspect that goes far beyond

specifications. IECQ certificates are

the medical domain and is purely

used worldwide as a tool to monitor and

Keeping an eye on one’s health condition

technological: the safety and reliability of

control the manufacturing supply chain,

is a first step in the right direction but

the electronic components that are used

thus helping to reduce costs and time

it doesn’t guarantee that the patient

in the development of these new devices.

to market, and eliminating the need for

will follow up with adherence to his/her

As healthcare providers try and improve

multiple re-assessments of suppliers.

medical prescription.

the way patients adhere to medical
advice, they should pay close attention

IECQ is an essential player and a key

Ingestible sensors are another state-

to the quality of the electronics that they

partner of industry in the development

of-the-art technological development.

recommend.

of safe, reliable and accurate medical

They come in the shape of pills that,
once ingested, dissolve in the stomach

devices and equipment.

IECQ plays leading role

and send a signal to a sensor worn on
the body – for instance a subdermal

Even more so than in other sectors, the

implant – each time the patient takes his/

sensors used in medical equipment need

her medication. The intake is then relayed

to be extremely high-quality, reliable and

to a smartphone app, confirming that

accurate. Defective components are not

the patient has indeed adhered to his/

an option since people’s lives are at stake.

her prescribed treatment. Ultimately, they

Sensor manufacturers and suppliers all

can help track and improve how regularly

over the world have a powerful tool at

patients take their medication.

their disposal, enabling their products
to meet the strictest requirements:

Those technologies are certainly not

IECQ testing and certification. IECQ,

mainstream yet but, when available,

the IEC Quality Assessment System for

they may provide the healthcare sector

Electronic Components was established

with a few solutions to reduce non-

in the early 1970s. The System has grown

adherence. Healthcare providers need

with, and adapted to the technological

their patient’s agreement before they

developments in the electronics industry.
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New ground-breaking standard saves
time and money
IEC standard benefits manufacturers, testing laboratories, regulators and the general public
By Catherine Bischofberger

IEC Technical Committee 106 has published
the first edition of IEC 62209-3, a standard
which considerably speeds up the measurement
of radio frequency (RF) fields from wireless
communication devices and their impact on the
human body.

Most of us would find it very difficult to live

regulatory and other requirements before

without our smartphones. We either do not

any market launch.

know (or choose to conveniently forget!)
that these hand-held mini computers

A mobile phone has both transmitter and

emit electromagnetic (EM) radiation in the

receiver sections. When a mobile device is

form of radio waves. This EM radiation

operating, it emits radio waves that consist

has to be measured for compliance with

of radio frequency (RF) energy, a form of

Mobile phone users are subjected to RF waves (Photo: Lorrie Graham)
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The project team behind the new standard

electromagnetic radiation moving at the

assessment of electric, magnetic

importantly, regulators were involved. Jafar

speed of light. It works by transmitting

and EM fields associated with human

managed to include all these different

radio wave signals to, and receiving these

exposure. Extremely active, IEC TC 106

viewpoints and form a very collaborative

from, nearby base stations.

has just published a new standard

group. The regulator input was crucial

which establishes a novel measurement

and we think the standard will be widely

Fears that these RF fields could affect

procedure for the assessment of the SAR

adopted internationally, in the US, Europe

our health have prompted legislators to

of human exposure to RF fields from

and Asia and in some cases serve as a

set limits. Many countries around the

wireless communication devices.

blueprint for legislation”, adds Mike Wood,

world have adopted guidelines set by the
International Commission for Non-Ionizing
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP). These

Chair of IEC TC 106.

State-of-the-art measurement
technology

guidelines refer to a specific absorption

Collaboration with the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) was

rate (SAR), a measure of the rate at which

The standard breaks new ground

also a fundamental asset. “It really is a

EM is absorbed by the human body, when

because it provides requirements for

joint standard. IEC worked with the

exposed to radio waves. This happens

fast SAR measurement systems, using a

organization’s International Committee for

when we use a mobile phone, for example.

vector-probe array solution. This system

Electromagnetic Safety. Our project team

determines the 3D EM field, by using a 3D

also had great support from IEC TC 106

reconstruction algorithm in a phantom, a

Secretary Matthias Maier”, Keshvari says.

IEC expertise

sort of mannequin or physical model of the
In order to test the SAR of mobile devices

human body. “This type of testing would

Looking towards the future, Keshvari

in an accurate and reproducible way,

take around five weeks using traditional

expects to extend the measurement range

proper measurement tools and methods

measurement methods. Vector-based

to reach lower and higher frequencies

need to be used in a standardized way.

measurement enables manufacturers to

as well as develop the technology to

One of the core competencies of the

carry it out in less than half a day, which

measure power density, which is being

IEC is to standardize measurement tools

saves a considerable amount of time and

looked at for 5G systems. “IEC TC 106

and techniques in order for electrical and

money as well”, says Jafar Keshvari, who

includes a dynamic group of engineers,

electronic devices and systems to be used

leads the project team that produced the

many of which are young engineers and

and perform safely. This work benefits

standard.

professionals. They give a lot of their time

manufacturers, testing laboratories,
regulators and the general public.

to prepare these foundational standards”,
53 members from 14 different countries

says Wood. They are foundational because

took part in the development work.

they pave the way for new technologies

IEC set up a technical committee

“Industry users, SAR equipment

such as 5G and the IoT to be used as

to standardize the methods for the

manufacturers, academia and, very

routinely and as safely as possible.
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First IEC document to be published in
Chinese at IEC GM
During the IEC General Meeting held in Shanghai, in October, it was announced that
IEC 62257-9-5, developed by IEC Technical Committee 82, will be available in Chinese
By Catherine Bischofberger

This technical specification (TS) evaluates stand
alone renewable energy products for rural
electrification. This is a crucial milestone both
for IEC and the Chinese National Committee (NC),
as it is the first time that any IEC International
Standard or TS is directly published in Chinese.

“The Chinese NC worked very hard on this

“It took a lot of work to overcome potential

matter. There was an important exchange

concerns about technical content as well

of dialogue with the IEC about copyright

as administrative processes. I would like

and related issues. The NC also oversaw

to specifically thank IEC TC 82 Vice-

the translation work. The plan in future

Chair Zhengxin Liu, and TC 82 Assistant

years is to translate an increasing number

Secretary Liang Ji as well as joint working

of IEC TC 82 Standards into the Chinese

group (JWG) 1 Co-Convenor Arne

language”, says Vice-Chair of IEC TC 82

Jacobson for their personal dedication

Zhengxin Liu.

to making this happen. This is a great
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step forward and sets the precedent to

products for solar modules up to 350 Watts.

180 million people”, says Arne Jacobson,

improve the accessibility of IEC standards

The methods were originally developed in

Co-Convenor of JWG 1 with Leon

in the future”, adds IEC TC 82 Secretary

2008 through a joint programme involving

Drotsche. Arne Jacobson is also Director

George Kelly.

the International Finance Corporation and

of the Schatz Energy Research Centre at

the World Bank. Called Lighting Africa, the

Humboldt State University in California.

China formally joined the IEC in 1957 and

programme began with pilot activities in

became a permanent member in 2011.

Kenya and Ghana. It has since expanded

It is actively contributing to the IEC

considerably and is now relevant across

International Standards governance and

Africa, Asia, the South Pacific Islands

Standards systems improvement.

and Latin America. In 2013, the Lighting

The IEC TS 62257 series is one of the key

Meeting sustainable development goals
(SDGs)

Asia programme was launched and an

set of IEC publications helping to meet

“The majority of off-grid solar lights which

umbrella programme was established

the United Nations SDG 7, which aims

are referred to in IEC TS 62257-9-5

soon afterwards. Called Lighting Global,

to enable access to affordable, reliable,

are manufactured in southeast China

it manages the quality standards and

sustainable and modern energy for all

and are exported throughout the world.

assurance activities associated with the

by 2030.

Manufacturers and exporters have better

programme.

access to developing markets if they follow
IEC International Standards. In some

“In 2013, JWG 1 published the first edition

cases, compliance to these standards

of IEC TS 62257-9-5. The document has

is required by national regulations”, Kelly

since been revised twice with new versions

explains.

being published in 2016 and 2018.
By the end of 2018, almost 40 million

Working with Lighting Global

products that met the Ligthing Global
Quality standards, based on testing to

IEC TS 62257-9-5 contains test methods

IEC TS 622257-9-5 guidelines, had been

that are used for evaluating off-grid solar

sold worldwide, benefitting an estimated
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In the next issue

Smart manufacturing

Manufacturers are faced with new

IoT are already enabling so-called smart

In the next issue, we hear from an experts

challenges, of global supply chains which

manufacturing, which can optimize

about how the development of standards

can be subject to diverse disruptions,

product design and processes, enhance

for digital twins and artificial intelligence

including climate change, legislation

efficiency and allow industry to meet

will contribute to the advancement of

or geopolitical. However, insights from

market needs.

digitalization and industry 4.0.

innovative technologies, such as AI and
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